Paint Pens…

Metal Building Supply, Inc. is happy to announce that we will be carrying paint pens to touch up
scratches that occur during the installation of the metal panel. Though we strive to match the colors as
closely as possible these paint pens are not an exact match in color to the baked-on finish of the panel.
Due to the difference in color it is very important that the only area to be painted with the touch up pen
is the scratch itself. This basically is done to protect the scratch from being exposed to weather which
would cause the bare steel to rust.
Metal Building Supply will not be responsible for any of the following conditions:
•
•
•

Touch up paint pen not matching panel color
Fading of paint from paint pen after applied to panel or trim.
Appearance of panel after touch up paint pen application.

If any of these situations occur it will be the sole responsibility of the customer to pay full replacement
cost for the panel or to keep the panel as is.
Metal Building Supply recommends testing each paint pen on a spare or unexposed section of the panel
to verify satisfaction with the color match.
MSDS Sheets available upon request or download from metalbuildingsupply.com
All paints fade over time. The paint in all paint pens will fade differently than the paint on the panels. It
is two different types of paint as the paint on the panels is baked to cure and the paint in the pens is air
cured.
Using a paint pen to touch up scratches does not affect the warranty of the paint in areas not treated
with a paint pen but the areas painted with a pen are not under warranty.
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